
Emerson Middle School Integrated Lesson Form 
Title: Week 17: December 16-20 
Lesson Description: Bundle 3 Review 

Educator Name: Elena Mackey 
A+ School: EMS 
Grade level/subject area: 7th Grade Science 

Curriculum & 
Arts 

Overarching Concept: Nervous System and the Senses 
Essential Question(s) and/or Focus Question(s): 
How do animals attract a mate? 
How do animals protect their young and their community? 
How do plants reproduce? 
What are some ways animals assist plant reproduction? 
What is the Nervous system and how does it work? 
What are our five senses and how do they work? 
How are smell and taste related? 
How do our five senses help us to maintain homeostasis? 
 
Disciplines Addressed:                                           21st Century 
skills: 
__dance             _x_music             _x_visual arts         _x_creativity 
__drama             _x_reading           _x_writing              _x_problem 
solving 
_X_language arts _x_science           __other: 
_x_technology 
_X_math              __social studies 
_x_collaboration 
Curricular connections/instructional objectives: (state standards, 
etc.) MS LS 1-4, 1-8 

Enriched 
Assessment 

Ways to assess/evaluate students’ understanding during and at 
the conclusion of the lesson  
Formative: 
Students will complete, bellworks and a touch lab 
. 
Summative:  
Students will complete exit slips at the end of each lesson. 
Students will complete a semester benchmark. 
Students will complete a unit study guide. 
Students will take a unit test. 



Collaboration How will collaboration be used: (between students, fellow 
teachers, or anyone with potential expertise):  
 
I will continue to work with Silvie on the impact project. 
I talked over my lesson plan with Heather and asked questions 
about the benchmark procedures. 
 

Multiple 
Learning 
Pathways 

Multiple Intelligences addressed within lesson: (check all that 
apply) 
__bodily/kinesthetic                             __musical-rhythmic 
_x_interpersonal                                   _x_naturalist 
_x_Intrapersonal                                   _x_veral-linguistic 
_x_logical-mathematical                       _x_visual spatial 

Infrastructure Classroom Infrastructure/Setup: 
Timeframe (example: length of unit, number and length of 
lesson(s): 
Space: 
Material: 
Textbook, Google Classroom, Google Drive, Mastery Connect, Go 
Guardian, lab instructions paper clips and metric rulers 
 
Monday  
Bellwork:  (7 min) 

A. What is homeostasis?  P 253 
B. Describe four behaviors that help an animal maintain 

homeostasis? P 254  
  
Benchmark 40 min  
 
Exit One thing that still confuses me is….. (5min) 
 
Tuesday 
Bellwork 7 min 

A. What is a synapse? P 291 
B. How do the central nervous system and the peripheral 

nervous system work together? P 292-293 
Work on study guide 15 min(If done work on missing work.) 
 
Finish touch lab (20 min) 
 
Exit: KWL One I already knew is______ one thing I still want to 
know is______. One thing I learned is_________. 
 



 
Wednesday 
Bellwork: (10)  

A. What part of the brain helps with memory, thought and 
language? P. 292 

B. What would happen if a part of the peripheral nervous 
system was damaged? Page 292-293 

Go over study guide (15 min) 
 
Kahoot (15 min) 
https://create.kahoot.it/details/animal-behavior/de9472fb-9671-49b
7-90e4-cba9b4c66a56 
 
Exit I would like to know more about…. 
 
Thursday 
Bellwork:  (7 min) 
A. Give three examples of animal behavior and provide an 
example of an animal that shows this behavior. P266-267 
 
B. Aerodynamic seeds are distributed using what? 
Bundle 3 test (40 min) 
 
Exit My favorite activity or topic this semester was…. 
 
 
Friday 
(Bellwork: 7 min 

A. What is your favorite thing about the Christmas season? 
B. What gift would you like for Christmas this year? 

 
Write and decorate a Christmas card for a teacher or a friend (10 
min) 
 

1. As a table pick a country and research how Christmas is 
celebrated there. 

2. Create your own holiday. (School appropriate) 
a. What time of the year will it be celebrated? 
b. What type of clothing will be worn? 
c. What type of food will be eaten? 
d. What is one tradition of your holiday? 
e. What symbols or slogans will represent your 

holiday? 
    3. Create a poster to advertise your holiday. 

https://create.kahoot.it/details/animal-behavior/de9472fb-9671-49b7-90e4-cba9b4c66a56
https://create.kahoot.it/details/animal-behavior/de9472fb-9671-49b7-90e4-cba9b4c66a56


 
Touch lab (20) 
https://www.flinnsci.com/api/library/Download/c0ec6403bc9246a9
a022f51503752fd8 

Experiential 
Learning & 
Climate 

Steps/Process: (You may share by using this form, video, 
photostory, powerpoint, etc.) Please attach rubric, checklist or 
other assessment tool, if applicable. 

ISTE 
standards 

Check all that apply: 
_x_Empowered learner                               _x_Digital citizen 
_x_Knowledge constructor                          _x_Innovative designer 
__Computational thinker                           _x_Creative 
communicator 
__Global collaborator 

  

 

https://www.flinnsci.com/api/library/Download/c0ec6403bc9246a9a022f51503752fd8
https://www.flinnsci.com/api/library/Download/c0ec6403bc9246a9a022f51503752fd8

